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Discussion Topics

• A Perspective on Energy 
Subsidies

• Prospects for Regional 
Expansion of Wind

• Pursuing the Wind Vision 
Roadmap



Common Comment from Protectors of 
the Energy Status Quo

Clean energy sources like wind need 
government subsidies to survive.

Let’s just let them compete in the 
free market.



All Societies Subsidize Energy
• Fact: All energy sources get public subsidies –

generally through the tax code

• Fact: Wind’s growth over the past 15 years has 
benefited from a production tax incentive

• Fact: Fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal) have benefited 
from subsidies for nearly 100 years – many are in 
the permanent tax code

• Fact: The fossil fuel industry is fighting tooth and 
nail to eliminate the wind incentive while 
maintaining their own incentives  

There is no free market in energy!



International Monetary Fund (IMF) Findings 
Issued May 2015 

• 2015 energy subsidies worldwide: 
$5.3 trillion
– China: $2.3 trillion

– U.S.: $670 billion

• Huge majority stems from public-
health and environmental 
damages paid for by society 
rather than the polluters

• Eliminating these subsidies would 
reduce premature deaths from 
air pollution, estimated at 3.7 
million in 2012 by the World 
Health Organization -- by 55%.



Historical Policy Impacts on Wind



Wind Vision Sensitivity Scenarios

With Business as Usual (BAU – no incentives), wind 
deployment is minimal for the next 10 to 15 years.



Impact of Wind Incentive Uncertainty

• Extensive analysis indicates that, without policy 
support, wind growth in the United States is likely to 
stagnate until the late 2020s

• The U.S. wind manufacturing and supply sector likely 
shrinks substantially

• Wind expansion continues unabated in countries with 
stable policy support for clean energy (China, Europe)

• Robust U.S. expansion resumes in the late 2020s

• Where will we get our wind equipment?



Wind and Nuclear Generation in China

Nuclear role leveling off

Wind role expanding



China 2050 High Renewable Energy 
Penetration Scenario and Roadmap Study*

2050 power 
generation:15,2
00 TWh

91% non-fossil

86% renewable

35% wind

28% solar

7% coal

*Energy Research Institute (China), National Development and Reform Commission, April 2015
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Implications for Policy Makers
• Without near-term policy support, wind deployment 

is likely to be minimal and the domestic wind 
manufacturing sector will likely wither

• Wind’s environmental benefits would more than 
offset any near term incremental costs, providing 
justification for policy support

• Prospective sources 
of support:
- PTC, ITC
- EPA Clean Power Plan
- States’ RES
- Carbon tax
- Other?



Recent Responses on Climate Change

• Six European oil and gas CEOs ask for a price tag on 
greenhouse gas emissions (BG Group PLC, BP PLC, Eni
SpA, Royal Dutch Shell PLC, Statoil, Total SA)

• France’s largest insurance firm (Axa SA) will sell its coal 
holdings

• Norway’s government pension fund will divest from coal

• Church of England will divest from thermal coal and tar 
sands

• Pope Francis encyclical: “urgent and compelling” need 
for policies that reduce carbon emissions



Exxon Mobil Also Wants a “Uniform 
and Stable” Carbon Price, but…

CEO Rex Tillerson’s comments at May 2015 shareholder 
meeting:

“Inclement weather” and sea level rise “may or may not be 
induced by climate change,” but technology could be 
developed to cope with impacts. “Mankind has this 
enormous capacity to deal with adversity and those 
solutions will present themselves as those challenges 
become clear.”

Exxon Mobil would not invest in renewable energy, because 
clean technologies don’t make enough money and rely on 
government mandates that are “not sustainable.”

(Ignores IMF report detailing $5 trillion/year worldwide 
subsidies for fossil fuels)
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What’s the Size of the U.S. Wind Resource?

Authoritative Estimate: Developable wind resource is 
13 times total U.S. electricity consumption



Evolution of Wind Turbine Size 
(Land Based)
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Yesterday’s Technology
Estimates of Economically Viable Development

Land area with a gross CF > 35% for a 2008 IEC Class 2 turbine at 
an 80 m hub height: 634,475 mi2 above 35% GCF
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Today’s Technology
Estimates of Economically Viable Development

Land area with a gross CF > 35% for IEC class appropriate GE turbine 
at an 110 m hub height: 1.3 million mi2  above 35% GCF



New Opportunities for Wind
Larger rotor designs and a 140 m hub height provide the opportunity for 
wind power to expand to all U.S. states. 

Next generation wind 
turbines will unlock 
additional wind power 
resource potential 
across over 1.1 million 
square miles, nearly 
tripling the amount of 
developable land area 
for wind when 
compared with 2008 
turbine technology;



Expanded Regional Potential
New technology allows greatly expanded development potential in areas 
where limited potential was thought to exist
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Tower Transport
one of three sections



Tower Transport Limitations



Blade Transport in Texas



Largest Blade Transport – Scotland
274 feet long; for 7 MW offshore turbine
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The Wind Vision Report 
Roadmap of Targeted Actions

Actions Needed

• Government and 
Industry Research and 
Development

• Consistent State, 
Regional and National 
Policy

• Local Transmission, 
Siting, and Permitting 

• Continued Wind Energy 
Education 
& Outreach
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Pursuing the Roadmap

• All sectors need to engage to move the vision 
forward: wind industry, manufacturing and supply, 
electric power, regulatory, environmental-
stewardship, state and federal governments

• States have key roles in several areas, e.g.,

 Transmission

 Siting and permitting

 Logistics for larger components
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Example Results to Inform Priorities: 
Transmission Expansion

• Study Scenario 2030 transmission needs, less than 10% greater than the estimated 200 million MW-miles in 
place today (approximately 11,000 miles of new transmission, assuming typical 345 kV carrying capacity)

• Study Scenario 2050 transmission needs, less than 20% greater than the estimated 200 million MW-miles in 
place today (approximately 33,000 miles of new transmission, assuming typical 345 kV carrying capacity)

• Long-distance transmission builds are spread across the U.S., but more concentrated in the Mid-West, Texas, 
and the West

• Annual additions comparable to those of recent years through 2030; somewhat higher beyond 2030

Baseline Study Scenario

Cumulative 2013-2050 Expansion

Note: Intra-BA shading also reflects 
transmission installed to  move power from 
offshore plants to land-based substations



Overall Conclusions

• Continued growth of wind power in the U.S., including 
expansion to all states, requires combination of ongoing 
technology advancement and near term policy support 

• Increased electric system costs to achieve the Wind Vision , 
if any, are more than offset by GHG, air pollution and other 
benefits; this provides justification for policy support so the 
U.S. doesn’t lose its wind manufacturing base

• Needed transmission expansion is comparable to recent 
additions, but needs to occur in locations that support wind 
access and integration

• As wind turbine components increase in size, the  
importance of nearby manufacturing increases



Wind Vision

http://energy.gov/eere/wind/wind-vision

Enabling Wind Power Nationwide
http://energy.gov/eere/wind/downloads/e

nabling-wind-power-nationwide

http://energy.gov/eere/wind/wind-vision
http://energy.gov/eere/wind/downloads/enabling-wind-power-nationwide


Wind Is A Reliable Source of Electricity
Yes, the lights will stay on!



Wind is variable and controlled largely by nature, but the myth 
that the power system can’t accommodate it has been  

disproven by actual operating experience

• Very high shares of wind -- 30% to 60% 
instantaneously -- have not brought the power 
system down

• Several major electric utility operators now get over 
10% of their annual generation from wind power

• Wind has helped the Texas power grid operator 
avoid blackouts when extreme drought forced 
curtailment of fossil-fueled plants 

Wind Is A Reliable Source of Electricity
Yes, the lights will stay on!


